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PICTURE BOOK

El conejo Nico
Begoña Oro (Script)
Ester Garay (Illustration)
Alfaguara, February 2018 - February 2018
Hardcover / 160 x 230 mm / 160pp

A book that captures those small but
magical family moments.
A perfect gift for Father’s
and Mother’s Day.

Dad, you’re Awesome!
Ferbuary 2017

2

It’s Saturday and Blanca and Leo are planning
to stay home and watch TV, or to go out and
play with their friends... But their parents have
other plans! They’ve organized a really special,
fun adventure for them. But their lack of experience in planning these things leads to some
unexpected situations, and nothing works
out the way they had intended Nevertheless
they have a really fun day, and the kids admit
that their parents did a great job at making
the best of all unforeseen circumstances.
* Includes a crafts project for kids to
make a photo frame for their father.

PICTURE BOOK

Future Geniuses

+4
+9

+36,000
copies sold
of the series!

Carlos Pazos

Beascoa, April 2022
Hardcover, 180 x 180 mm, 24 pp
Rights sold: Chinese, Dutch, English, Greek,
Hebrew, Italian, Korean, Turkish and Ukrainian

Future paleontology geniuses!
The wonderful Valentina is back to take us on
another adventure: we’re going to do our research
and learn a lot of interesting things about dinosaurs.
What were they like? And how do we know? What’s
the difference between us and them?

#7 Dinosaurs and Paleontology

With Valentina and a dinosaur as our guides,
we’ll learn a lot about paleontology.
• Series Future Geniuses has been
already translated into 9 languages!

ORNITISQUIOS

Entre los dinosaurios, hay dos grandes grupos que se
dividen en órdenes diferentes. ¿Cuál será el tuyo?
MARGINOCÉFALOS

SAURISQUIOS

TIREÓFOROS

TERÓPODOS

De cuerpos acorazados.
ORNITÓPODOS

Dinosaurios carnívoros.
SAURÓPODOS

Con cráneos
especiales.
Cuvier,
Cuvier, mira
mira tu
tu pico…
pico…
¡Eres un
un ornitópodo
ornitópodo
¡Eres
hadrosaurio!
hadrosaurio!

Los famosos cuello
largo y sus primos.
TRIPA FG 07 DINOSAURIOS.indd 16

8/3/22 16:01

TRIPA FG 07 DINOSAURIOS.indd 17

Donde se incluyen los pico
de pato o hadrosaurios, y sus
parientes cercanos.
8/3/22 16:01

Series Future Geniuses
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PICTURE BOOK

Nursing is Amazing!

+20,000
copies sold
Alba Padró Author
Anna Baquero Illustrator

of the adult
parenting
versions!

Penguin Kids, November 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

Gala has a sister who breastfeeds with her mom. Weird!
How does that work?
To celebrate the first and most powerful
bond of all, this precious picture book
discusses nursing and how it isn’t just about
breasts and bottles, but love and nutrition.
Gala is a very curious girl and she loves playing
detective with her mom. When her little sister
arrives, she realizes that all babies need someone to take care of them, to give them warmth
and… MILK? So she decides to investigate this
magical food: Where does the milk come from?
Does it never run out? What does mother’s
milk taste like? A precocious picture book that
celebrates the first and most powerful bond
of all with Mom. Lactation expert Alba Padró
explains how this quality time is a life-long gift.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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+4

Cool Stories For Positive Parenting
Isabel Cuesta & Daniel Pérez Authors
Martosauriuss Illustrator
Beascoa, June 2021
Hardcover, 200 × 200 mm, 96 pp

A really cool mum shares her
own illustrated stories about
bringing up positive kids.

+11,300
copies sold!

Cool Stories for Positive Parenting is a collection
of five short stories (Claudia’s Wish, Pop Gets
Distracted, The Stool, Alonso’s Lesson, and I’m
a Baby) inspired by real-life situations from the
author’s own experience. Each story applies the
principles of positive parenting to topics that
touch us all: anger and temper-tantrums, making
mischief, teamwork, the arrival of a sibling, and
bad behaviour. Possible solutions can be found
both in the stories themselves and in the sections
with advice for families that accompany them.
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PICTURE BOOK

Small Big Steps

15,000
copies sold
of the series!
Amazon
Favorite

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Author
Sara Sánchez Illustrator
Beascoa, 2017 – 2023
Hardcover, 205 x 205 mm, 24 pp
Rights sold: Turkey (A7 Kitap)

A series of books full of humor
and tender rhymes created to
accompany the little ones through
the great achievements of their
first few years and to guide them
on their path to autonomy.
The Bath Party. February 2023

New
Cover
Designs!

El libro definitivo
«¡Animales, a la cama!»
para dejar el chupete.
Todos se bañan y cenan.
A través de diez amigos:
Y se ponen el pijama…
¡diez maneras diferentes!
Pero los asusta un ruido.
«¿Qué ha sido eso? ¿Un ronquido?»

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo

Vanesa
Vanesa
Pérez-Sauquillo
Pérez-Sauquillo

Sara Sánchez

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo · Sara Sánchez

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo · Sara Sánchez

Una colección para acompañar
a tus pequeños en los GRANDES PASITOS
de los primeros años de su vida.

SaraSara
Sánchez
Sánchez

PVP 9,95 €

ISBN 978-84-488-4887-3
Me gusta leer Kids
@megustaleerkids
@megustaleerkids
www.megustaleerinfantil.com

The Feeling Glasses

The Drop the Dummy Book

«¡Animales, a la cama!»
Todos se bañan y cenan.
Y se ponen el pijama…
Pero los asusta un ruido.
«¿Qué ha sido eso? ¿Un ronquido?»

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo

Sara Sánchez

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo · Sara Sánchez

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo · Sara Sánchez

Una colección para acompañar
a tus pequeños en los GRANDES PASITOS
de los primeros años de su vida.

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo

PVP 9,95 €

ISBN 978-84-488-4887-3
Me gusta leer Kids
@megustaleerkids
@megustaleerkids
www.megustaleerinfantil.com

Each Animal to its Own Potty
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The Snoring Hour

Sara Sánchez

PICTURE BOOK

+2

+35,000
copies sold
of the series!

Five wonderful stories in
board book format filled with
fantasy (and kisses!) to read
with the smallest children of
the house in the magical story
time before going to sleep.

The Sheep Who Knew How to Count
Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo,
Almudena Aparicio
February 2021

Songs With a Kiss for Good Night
Chiara Buccheri
March 2019

Riddles With a Kiss for Good Night
Sofía Rhei, Sigrid Martínez
October 2016

Tales With a Kiss to Daydream
Moni Pérez, Mª José Sánchez
October 2016

Tales With a Kiss for Good Nights
Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo, Almudena Aparicio
October 2020
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PICTURE BOOK

Goodnight, Everyone
El Hematocrítico Author
Roger Zanni & Lorenzo Montatore Illustrators
Beascoa, October 2022
Hardcover, 245 x 300 mm, 72 pp

Ten stories to help you laugh yourself
to sleep! The first book of bedtime
stories by the Hematocrítico.
Incredible things can happen before we fall asleep. In
this new story collection we transform bedtime stories
into adventures chock-full of humor and imagination,
all with children as the leading characters. What
would happen if children who didn’t want to go to bed
organized a protest, with banners and everything?
• Lorenzo Montatore is one of the most acclaimed authors in Spanish adult comics. He was named a breakout author at the Barcelona International Comic Fair
for his published work La muerte and Román Tesoro.
Roger Zanni is actually focused in kids illustration
for textbooks, literature, comics and picture books,
including clients such as: Volkswagen, Audi, Orange,
La Galera, Anaya and Vicens Vives between others.
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Sami’s Marbel: A Diversity Story
Asaari Bibang Author
Luna Lag Illustrator
B de Blok, October 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

B de Blok, October 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp
A diverse society is one that doesn’t
highlight diversity. This is a bit beyond the
cliché that those who live within the norm
tend to believe. After telling us the story
of her life in And Despite All, I’m Still Here,
Asaari Bibang is back with a children’s
story about the real lives of real people.
Also by the author:
And Despite All, I’m Still Here

Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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PICTURE BOOK

We Are the Same, We Are Different
Armando Bastida Author
Marisa Morea Illustrator
Nube de Tinta, July 2022
Hardcover, 277 x 307 mm, 72 pp

In this story, acclaimed nurse Armando
Bastida presents high sensitivity as
a source of diversity and wealth. Did
you know that approximately 20% of
the population is highly sensitive?

Also by the author:

Today is Áxel’s birthday and he’s really excited,
but also a little afraid. Even though there are
lots of positive things about the way he views
the world, sometimes everything can feel a little
overwhelming. This book is for highly sensitive
boys and girls and their families; for those
whose minds process things deeply, who react
emotionally and empathetically, and who are
perceptive of details. Because every mind thinks
and works differently, and they’re all wonderful.
• Given the growing conversation around mental
health, it is important to present books about
topics such as high capacity, ADHD, autism, etc.
• Pediatrics Nurse and very popular author.
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Breathe With Me
lomo 9,5

Àgata Subirats Author
Carlos Lluch Illustrator
Àgata Subirats

Beascoa, February 2022
Hardcover, 247 x 247 mm, 48 pp

Stories for learning to breathe.

Àgata Subirats
Lluch

Learning to relax can be complicated. If it’s hard
for grown-ups, imagine how difficult it must be for
kids. Àgata Subirats —creator of MamaYoga and
an expert in postpartum yoga, prenatal yoga, yoga
for mothers and yoga for children— shares the key
for children and families to be calm and relaxed
together: learning to breathe.

Ilustraciones de Carlos

lomo 9,5
22/12/21 15:30

With a series of stories dedicated to different emotions, body parts and times of day, parents can help
their kids lower their heartrate, breathe deep and
focus on being calm. Each story is a guided breathing exercise that the whole family can easily follow.
Perfect for bedtime or quality family time.
• The author is a #1 family yogi
in her genre on YouTube Spain.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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PICTURE BOOK

Come With Me?

A Story to Develop Strong Bonds
Rafa Guerrero Author
Mamen Marcén Illustrator
B de Blok, May 2022
Hardcover, 205 x 270 mm, 32 pp

Education expert Rafa Guerrero
presents a precious picture book
about secure attachment, a key
childhood bond that leads to
a full and serene adult life.
The reassurance that comes from a secure
attachment—children’s certainty that their
guardians will be with them—creates a balanced
childhood, facilitates more stable and less dependent relationships and improves self-esteem
and trust throughout life. Through the eyes of a
little girl named Sira, the author teaches us the
keys to accompanying our children through their
emotional experiences, establishing limits, and
encouraging autonomy.
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Aquamarine

A Story to Accompany Early Sexuality
Júlia Sánchez Author
Glòria Fort Illustrator
B del Blok, June 2022
Hardcover, 220 x 220 mm, 32 pp

A picture book to help parents talk
with their kids about sexuality.
Children’s sexuality is rarely taught in schools,
and families often find it hard to talk about.
Children start noticing their own bodies around
age four. This book opens a door to help you
offer continual support to your children in their
experience with sexuality.
A child-focused book that will make it easier
for parents to introduce essential concepts and
help their children understand sexuality from
day one.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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PICTURE BOOK

My School: A Magic Place
Desirée Acevedo
B de Blok, July 2022
Hardcover, 237 x 298 mm, 48 pp

The sequel to Teacher, You Are From
Another Planet. A tool to help little
ones get back into their routines.
Because school is a magic place!
Aren’t you excited to go back?

Also by the author:
Teacher, You Are From
Another Planet
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School is an amazing place. It’s where we
learn thousands of new things, make friends,
develop our personality, go on adventures…
And even though sometimes it’s hard for us to
get out the door in the morning, or to go back
after summer break, school always welcomes
us back! Through this story, we can prepare
ourselves for the adventure of a new school
year. With a pleasant and motivating focus
on routine and classes, this book makes the
return to school after a wonderful summer
less difficult for parents and children.

PICTURE BOOK

+4

A Big Fat Knot in Your Stomach
Alberto Soler & Concepción Roger Authors
Núria Albesa Illustrator
B de Blok, May 2022
Hardcover, 200 x 260 mm, 48 pp

A picture book to help children identify
paintfull feelings and ask for help.
We all have feelings that make us freeze up.
Sometimes we notice them in our head; other
times, we notice them in our chest or stomach.
As adults, we almost always have the tools we
need to articulate that specific sensation that’s
overwhelming us, or at least identify it. Children,
however, sometimes lack this capacity and spend
far too long dwelling on painful feelings.
Also by the authors:
I’m Afraid

Following I’m Afraid, the authors are back to help
children identify what they’re experiencing.
• Uses metaphors to help children identify
and explain what they’re feeling so they
can seek support.
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PICTURE BOOK

#3 What Do I Need When I’m Nervous?
Tania García Author
Núria Aparicio Illustrator

+30,300

copies sold of
the series!

Beascoa, October 2022
Hardcover, 200 x 260 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: Romania (Editura For You)

The keenly awaited third picture
book from Tania García, the leading
author on parenting and emotion
management, with illustrations by
Núria Aparicio. A book for the whole
family that takes its cue from recent
successes on the topic of anxiety.

Also available
in cardboard
format!

In her new book, Tania García gives us a brief and
entertaining story filled with strategies and tips
to help children and parents cope with anxiety
and nervousness, both of which are becoming
increasingly common in the modern world.
Thanks to this blend of fiction and nonfiction,
young and old alike will learn to reason through
their nervousness and use these tricks to channel
comprehension and empathy.
• The non-fiction format is ideal for helping
parents and children read and work on their
fears together.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

#1 What Do I Need
When I Get Angry?
+ 20,000 copies sold!
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#2 What Do I Need
When I’m Afraid?
Nearly 4,000 copies sold!

PICTURE BOOK

+4

Leo Has a Tantrum
Anna Estapé Author
Arancha Perpiñán Illustrator
B de Blok, October 2022
Hardcover, 250 x 250 mm, 48 pp

A new picture book from Anna Estapé,
your favorite pediatrician and the author
of Lia Ditches the Diaper. This collection
is for children whose parents believe
in a respect-based upbringing, love,
and non-punitive limits; a book that
draws from the theory of respectful,
empathetic parenting, accompanying
each child’s individual development.
For children, tantrums are a part of their developmental process; it’s their way of signaling that
they need us. For parents, tantrums are a chance
to exhibit the emotional skills our children should
use in the future. Anna Estapé is back with a story
about Max, a boy who feels a storm brewing inside
him and, with his parents’ help, learns to identify his
emotions and process his frustration.

Lia Ditches the Diaper
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PICTURE BOOK

I Don’t Want To Share
Marta Moreno
Penguin Kids, November 2021
Hardcover, 210 x 295 mm, 48 pp

A question all parents have to
answer sooner or later: why
do we have to share?
A delightful story in which Víctor heads off
on vacation with his parents and, thanks to a
housing swap, learns the advantage of sharing
with others. The same Víctor who wouldn’t
let anyone touch his toys—not even his little
brother—learns that generosity is one of life’s
greatest joys Because everything is more fun
when you share.
• With illustrations by Marta Moreno,
illustrator of the picture books Míriam
Tirado: The Invisible Thread and The Hidden
Fountain.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

Solo hay un tipo de juguetes que a Victor no le gustan: los que se
comparten. Sus juguetes son sagrados. Nunca se los deja a nadie,
ni siquiera a su hermano pequeño, Paul, porque podría chuparlos,
romperlos, perderlos o aún peor: ¡podría quedárselos!
—¡A dormir! —dice mamá—. A la cama, venga, ya seguirás mañana.
—Y recogerás lo que está por el suelo —añade papá—. ¿Por cierto, no
eres muy mayor para el osito de peluche? ¿Y si se lo regalamos a Paul?

!

—

Nunca! ¡Es MÍO!

Victor se llena de rabia solo de pensar en dejar sus juguetes,
y los esconde deprisa en un gran baúl de madera.
—Son MIS juguetes.
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#3 Kai and Emma. One More in the Family
Míriam Tirado Author
Marta Moreno Illustrator
B de Blok, October 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

Kai and Emma couldn’t be happier
or more astonished: their mother
has an enormous belly and she told
them they’re going to have a little
sibling. What’s it going to be like?
The arrival of a new baby sibling is always a
cause for joy, it also involves certain emotions
that we have to learn to manage, like jealousy
and insecurity. This book will help parents
address various situations with their families, including nervousness and stress; it will
help them stay connected with their children
and their children’s worries, and to normalize
everyday situations that may prove challenging.

#1 Surprise Party!

#2 An Intense Vacation

A series that will help parents to:
• Handle exciting or stressful situations with
their family in the best way possible.
• Feel connected with their kids’ worries.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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PICTURE BOOK

#3 Sensitive
Míriam Tirado Author
Marta Moreno Illustrator
B de Blok, September 2022
Hardcover, 278 x 307 mm, 64 pp

After The Invisible Thread and The
Hidden Fountain, Míriam Tirado is back
with a new picture book that encourages
us to embrace our feelings and sensitivity.
Everyone is sensitive, but highly sensitive boys
and girls are especially vulnerable to the stimuli
around them; they’re less able to tolerate noise,
more bothered by itchy clothes, or need space
in order to think clearly. After talking about
bonds in The Invisible Thread and searching for
our essence in The Hidden Fountain, Míriam
Tirado dedicates her third children’s book to a
very important topic that affections children in
particular, and which has recently been the topic
of conversation: sensitivity and high sensitivity.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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Almost

New Pop Up edition!

90,000

#1 The Invisible Thread

copies sold of
the series!

B de Blok, February 2021
Hardcover, 270 x 300 mm, 64 pp
Rights sold: Portugal (PRHGE), Poland (Jedność)
and Basque (Erein Argitaletxea)

A precious collection about the
invisible bonds that give us roots and
reconnecting with ourselves, two facts
which make us happy and stable adults.
According to psychologists and parenting specialists, a stable bond gives children the strength
to overcome traumatic experiences and develop
emotionally. The present illustrated collection
shows us in a way that the whole family will
love what a bond is (in nature, among animals
and human beings) and why it is important.
• The Invisible Thread has been in the Amazon’s
Spanish top 100 albums of the year.

#2 The Hidden Fountain
B de Blok, April 2021
Hardcover, 270 x 300 mm, 64 pp

A beautifully illustrated album
that teaches us how to connect
with ourselves and look for the
essence we carry within.
Pol used to love singing. When he sang, he felt
like he was flying. It was as if he could spread
some imaginary wings and visit places in the
world that he had never been to before. It was
as if he could touch the sky with his hands.
He often wondered if that sensation had a
name. Happiness? Peace? He was sure that
it was something even stronger than that.
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PICTURE BOOK

Skin Color Crayon
Desirée-Bela Lobedde Author
Lydia Mba Illustrator
Penguin Kids, April 2022
Hardcover, 205 × 205 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: South Korea (Dourei Publishing)

Because there isn’t just one
skin color, there are many.

2nd
reprint!

A crayon shows up on the first day of school
and thinks all the kids will use it to color
pictures of themselves. But it’s wrong. This is
an overdue conversation in our society, especially when it comes to our little ones, helping
them to unlearn stereotypes they shouldn’t
have been taught in the first place. This is
a story about putting yourself in someone
else’s skin, learning that we’re all different and
recognizing that’s something to celebrate.
A book by Desirée Bela-Lobedde, author of
the successful Being a Black Woman in Spain.
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Dina the Tyrannosaurus
Marisa Morea
Beascoa, March 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 48 pp

A story about anger, friendship,
diversity and the importance of
asking for help when you need it.
Dina Is Really Mad is the title of the first
book in the series Dina the Tyrannosaurus,
a collection of picture books about how to
handle our feelings, featuring one of children’s
favorite animals as the star: a dinosaur.
#2 Dina Is Really Mad

Dina is a T-Rex, the most fearsome dinosaur
in the wild. Other dinosaurs know that Dina’s
always in a bad mood, but they’re never really
sure why. One day, they find out: Dina’s arms are
so short she can’t even scratch her itchy nose.
• Written in capital letters to help children
who are learning to read.
• This series is focused on the value of
friendship and the importance of asking
for help whenever you need it, and
offering to help whenever you can.

#1 Dina Is Really Afraid
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PICTURE BOOK

You’ll Always Be My Grandparents
Lydia Beltri Author
Rebeca Pintos Illustrator
Beascoa, June 2022
Hardcover, 270 x 240 mm, 48 pp

A customizable story about the
bond between grandparents and
grandchildren, where families
can write about their own shared
adventures and important moments.
Grandparents care for, spoil, and educate their
grandchildren. They are teachers, coaches,
and best friends. And, most of all, they have
great stories to tell. In this book, grandchildren
can learn all about their grandparents: their
tastes, preferences, what they were like when
they were kids, what they have in common…
Together, they will write about that wonderful bond, and immortalize their stories. This
is a customizable book for writing, drawing,
cutting and pasting our closest memories and
anecdotes; a beautiful book where grandchildren and grandparents are the protagonists.
Previous title:
You Will Always Be My Mother
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Lucy. A Different Kind of Welcome
Pato Mena
Beascoa, September 2021
Hardcover, 210 × 280 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: South Korea (Book 21)

Have you ever noticed
we’re all weirdos?
There’s a new girl in school. There she is, sitting
over there. Look how weird she is. The teacher
says we have to be nice to her. We’ll see if we
can. But what if we look for things we all have in
common? For example, that we all love carrots.
Oh, wait, some of us prefer sandwiches, or
apples, or croissants… How about another
example: we all take the bus to school. Oh,
wait, some of us ride our bikes, or we walk, or
we take the subway. Hmm… That’s so weird!
Maybe we aren’t all as similar as we thought.
Or maybe it’s just that we’re all different.
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PICTURE BOOK

Countdown to Christmas
Shia Green Author
Emilia Ibáñez Lissèn Illustrator
Molino, November 2022
Hardcover, 215 x 245 mm, 64 pp

How many stories are left before
christimas? Count down the days
to the holidays with these twentyfour wonderful stories that will make
you dream of Christmas magic and
spending time with loved ones.

Also by the author:

A magnificent collection of short stories
in an Advent calendar format perfect for
sharing with the whole family. Delve into
the world of naughty goblins, boys and
girls with dreams, a butterfingered Santa
Claus and adorable little animals.
• Stories full of humor and tenderness
that can be read in two minutes.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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© ALEJANDRA LÓPEZ

5.8 mm

My Book Is Like That
Florencia
Cambariere

Mi libro es así

María Fernanda
Maquieira

Florencia Cambarier
Mi nombre es Florencia y

me dicen Flor. Soy editora

Beascoa, December 2022
Hardcover, 140 x 215 mm, 64 pp
y psicóloga. Durante toda mi

infancia mi abuelo me contó

historias antes de dormir. Fue

por eso que desde pequeña

entendí que los libros iban a

ser mi principal ventana al

ILUSTRACIONES

mundo y mi avión más veloz.

Max Aguirre

Apenas después de ser una
niña empecé a trabajar en una

A book-workshop for little writers.
editorial. Tenía que encontrar

a todos aquellos que supieran

PLIEGO DE TAPA

soy directora literaria en Penguin Random House. Gracias a mi
trabajo vivo viajando de acá para allá: al pasado, al futuro, a las islas
más remotas y a las grandes ciudades. En definitiva, a todos los

How are books born? What path does
an idea have to travel to become
the book I have in my hands?

lugares a los que la literatura me pueda llevar.

LIBRo
TALLeR
libro para
completar

© ALEJANDRA LÓPEZ

zar divertidos
r consignas
do sea el momento
ayudar a inventarlo.
otagonista? ¿Dónde
on sus amigos?
drías en la tapa?

contar historias y ayudarlos a que se convirtieran en escritores. Hoy
Un libro-taller para niños y niñas que aman contar historias

libro

Me llamo María Fernanda.

Vivo en Buenos Aires, con mi

familia y un perrito, en un barrio
con plazas, cafés y heladerías.
Cuando era chica, amaba leer.
Escribí mi primera obra,
La niña y el árbol, en tercer
grado. Aún no imaginaba que,

tarjetas
de regalo
Un libro-taller para niños y niñas
que aman contar historias

My book is like this is a book-workshop that
offers a fascinating journey through the life of
a book, from its birth as an idea in the mind
of the writer, until it reaches paper. And not
only that. Led by Drago, Ana, Otto, Coni and
the rest of the members of the book’s family,
boys and girls will be able to shape their first
“published” story. Who will be the protagonist?
What drawing will go on the cover?
tiempo después, publicaría la
novela Rompecabezas y me
convertiría en escritora.
Estudié Letras e hice

posgrados en Edición y

Literatura Infantil. Trabajé en una librería, en escuelas y dicté talleres.
Desde hace años soy directora literaria en una gran editorial.

Los libros me acompañan siempre, como los buenos amigos.

The book includes a small blank book, for the
little authors to complete with their creation; a
pointer; the invitation to the “presentation” of
the book, and a “do not disturb” sign to put on
the door of their room when they are writing.
Everything, in an ideal container box to give away.
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ELSA PUNSET

The Intrepids
Elsa Punset Author
Rocío Bonilla Illustrator
Beascoa, November 2020
Hardcover, 218 x 210 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: China (Beijing Baby-Cube),
Greece (Pedio), Italy (Brioschi), Poland
(Mamania) and Ukraine (Kalamar)

A useful tool for children and parents
to explore their own emotions.
The Intrepids are Alexia, Tasi and their dog Rocky.
Together with the emotions coach, the seagull
Florestán, each night they face fun and frenzied
challenges that will help them learn how to handle
their emotions: in other words, give them names,
calm them down and transform them.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

Elsa Punset, specialist in Emotional Intelligence,
combines in this collection adventures for children
to enjoy with the workshop of emotions, in which
the whole family will discover clues and resources
to improve their emotional intelligence.

+200,000
copies sold!
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#1 Fear

#2 Self-esteem

#3 Social Skills, Teamwork #4 Anger And Tantrums

#5 Sadness

#6 Happiness, Optimism

#7 Jealousy

#8 Creativity

ROCÍO BONILLA
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My Alien Friend
Rocío Bonilla
Beascoa, April 2017
Hardcover, 280 x 230 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: France (Père Fouettard)

A delightful, tender and humorous
story – beautifully illustrated
– that encourages children to
think and act for themselves.
An extraterrestrial boy arrives at Tomas’s
school as an exchange student. The experiences they share lead to some very amusing
situations, while highlighting the different
perspectives of their two cultures. The alien asks Tomas about this strange behavior.
Why this? Why that? That’s the way things
have always been! Although... couldn’t Tomas
change things if he put his mind to it?
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

One Big Family
Elisenda Roca Author
Rocío Bonilla Illustrator
Beascoa, May 2019
Hardcover 245 x 280 mm, 48 pp

Join us on our trip through
this neighbourhood filled
with all kinds of families!
The big day has arrived. Violeta and her
friends are helping to organize the big neighbourhood party. All the local families are
collaborating by bringing objects or lending
a hand with the decorating to make sure that
everything is ready and perfect for the party.
• An amusing story that reflects on friendship,
commitment, generosity and cooperation.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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RAQUEL DÍAZ REGUERA

Families from A to Z
Raquel Díaz Reguera
Lumen Ilustrados, November 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 72 pp

The dreamer family, the Sunday family,
the long-distance family… Every
kind of family has a place in this new
picture book by Raquel Díaz Reguera.
With her trademark illustrations and wonderful
writing, Raquel Días Reguera brings all kinds of
families to life in this new book, Families from A
to Z. Welcoming families, Sunday families, and
dreamer families are all depicted inside. All of
them unique and different, but all full of love. A
fantastic picture book for reading with the family or giving as a gift; parents and children alike
will see themselves reflected in one or several of
the families featured in these pages.
Because there are as many families as there are
ways of being, and in the end, love is all that
matters.
• Another addition to the series that includes
Grannies From A to Z and Grandpas from A
to Z, this time putting all the members of the
family in the spotlight.
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RAQUEL DÍAZ REGUERA

Also by the author:

124,100
copies sold
of her books!

We Only Get One Mother
November 2022
Rights sold: Complex and
Simplified Chinese, Italy, Poland
Grannies From A to Z
November 2012
Rights sold:
Italy, Brazil, China and Poland
Grandpas from A to Z
October 2015
Rights sold: Poland
A Guide To Grandmas
November 2015

When Girls Fly High
November 2012
Rights sold: South Korea, Italy,
Japan and Poland
Girls Will Be What They Want
to Be
October 2018
Rights sold: South Korea and
Poland
Violeta & Co. Change the
World
March 2021
Rights sold: Italy
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SUSANNA ISERN

Hugo’s Armor
Susanna Isern Author
David Sierra Listón Illustrator
Beascoa, February 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: France (Elcy Éditions)

The latest book from the creative
duo that gave us The Witch Who
Didn’t Want to Be a Princess.
An original picture book about highly
sensitive people.

Also by the authors:

Hugo, like all children, is both special and normal.
What makes him special is his ability to see, hear and
feel with greater intensity. If someone else is happy,
Hugo laughs; but if someone else feels bad, Hugo
gets sad. This hypersensitivity is a problem for Hugo,
and he tries to solve it by putting on a set of armor.
But when you close yourself off, you miss
out on some of the best parts of life.
• Susanna Isern has published 50 children’s
books and sold over 120,000 copies.

The Witch Who Didn’t
Want to Be a Princess
2nd title in 2023!
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The Serene Forest
Susanna Isern Author
Manu Montoya Illustrator
Beascoa, November 2019
Hardcover, 210 x 280 mm, 72 pp

Stories to teach kids to stay calm.
This is how life goes by in the serene forest:
there are animals that climb trees, others
that drink water from rivers, and some that
shelter in the shade or in holes. But many
other things happen in this forest every day.
So, what does this book tell us?All those who
live in the serene forest experience situations
that can help us to reflect on serenity when
tackling problems, on patience, on relaxation,
on the hustle-and-bustle of each day, on
the importance of counting to ten before
giving vent to our anger, on the ability to
remain calm in complicated situations...
• Serenity is an essential qualitythat should
be instilled in children.
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ANNA LLENAS

The Inner Jewel
Anna Llenas

+15,400
copies sold!

Lumen Ilustrados, November 2021
Hardcover, 230 x 278 mm, 64 pp
Rights sold: France (Glénat), Italy (Gribaudo),
Portugal (PRHGE)

We’re all born with a jewel within us.
It’s our internal me, our essence, the
most precious things we possess.
As we grow up, the world makes us look outward, rather than inward at our own needs,
emotions, reflections… and slowly, we lose
our connection to our inner jewel.
Because no matter how many times we stumble,
make a mistake or mess up, we shouldn’t forget
that if we have our inner jewel, we’ll never be
alone; we’ll have ourselves for company.
2nd edition!
• A crossover book for adults and children who want
to understand the importance of self-care in order
to learn and transmit those values at any age.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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ANNA LLENAS

Void
Anna Llenas

AA

50,000
copies sold!

Lumen Ilustrados, September 2021
Hardcover, 230 x 278 mm, 84 pp
Translated into 10 languages

A spectacular picture book that has already
reached over 50,000 readers. A key topic:
the value of self-understanding and knowing
how to find the essence inside ourselves.
Julia is a normal girl who lives at the top of a big hill in
a small house in an average-sized town. Her life was
quiet and happy until, one day, it fell apart, and she was
left with nothing but emptiness. She tried to fill it in a
thousand different ways, with lots of different things.
But nothing rid her of that empty feeling… Until one day,
she heard a voice that changed her perspective. That’s
where the secret lay. In the words of the author, “Void is
a book that talks to us about resilience, or the ability to
overcome adversity and find the hidden meaning inside.”
• The perfect companion book for The Inner Jewel
which has reached over 10,000 readers.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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ANNA LLENAS

Little Mole
Anna Llenas

+62,500
copies sold!

Lumen, November 2021
Hardcover, 270 x 270 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: English, French, German,
Italian and Portuguese

When Little Mole wakes up… there’s
no peace for anyone! He loses things.
He can’t sit still for a single second.
They have all kinds of words to describe
him: restless, hyperactive, nervous,
annoying, impulsive… His parents are
worried. His teachers are desperate.
Everything is peaceful in the forest until Little
Mole wakes up. It’s hard for him to pay attention,
he doesn’t do his homework, and he forgets stuff,
loses things, breaks fragile objects… even the
other kids are sick of poor Mole! It has been days
since anyone has wanted to play with him… The
adults say a lot of stuff about him: that he’s very
nervous, good for nothing, a weirdo… But one
day, his parents take him to have a class with the
Forest Fairy. Will Little Mole manage to change
his “labels”? And most important of all: will he
be able to finish his class project on time?
• Available in hardback, as a board book,
or as an activity book!
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ANNA MORATÓ

My First Positive Routines

Positive Language & Self-esteem
Anna Morató García Author
Marina Martin Illustrator
Beascoa, October 2022
Hardcover, 180 x 210 mm, 20 pp

Because being happy doesn’t just mean being
happy when things are going well. Short
stories that will help you create a positive
atmosphere at home and prepare for the future.
In this new compilation of stories, Anna Morató speaks
to a younger audience through two new stories in the
perfect format for smaller hands: cardboard.
In Positive Language Marta, Mateo and his parrot
Isidoro, will explain to us that there are beautiful words
and ugly words and we must use them correctly to
express emotions and communicate with others.
In Self-esteem, 6 sentences will be hidden in a box,
they explain very important things to be happier
and boost our self-esteem.

Growing Up to Be...Happy 1 & 2

360,000
copies sold!

in print format!

Beascoa, October 2022
Hardcover, 180 x 210 mm, 20 pp
Right sold: Italy (Sonda),
Korea (Cheon-moon-jang) and Turkey (Pegasus)

If we ask kids what they want to be when they grow
up, we expect answers like: ‘fire-fighter’, ‘football
player’, ‘doctor... But shouldn’t we be teaching
them to also say they want to be... HAPPY?
Being happy isn’t only about feeling good when things
are going well. Being happy is actually... learning to
appreciate what we have, having goals and dreams and
the confidence to achieve them. A kids’ book with six
stories about emotions and learning to manage them.
2,000 copies sold in audiobook, 8,000 of the activity book!
• Series Growing Up To Be… Happy. One of the top
15 bestselling books in Spain since its publication.
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I Believe In You
Anna Morató García
Beascoa, November 2020
Hardcover, 220x206 mm, 128 pp

A new book of six illustrated stories by
Anna Morató, author of the children’s
bestseller Growing Up To Be… Happy.
I Believe In You looks at important subjects such
as boredom, critical thinking, resoluteness, patience, and the value of things through fictional
stories and simple but potent metaphors.
This book is an invitation to parents and children alike to have an important conversation
about the bonds that bring us together.
• Each story examines an everyday situation
readers can identify with.

I’m Going to Have a
Great Day Today!

Let’s Just Get Along
with Each Other

The Moon’s Tale
Anna Morató García Author
Xavier Bonet Illustrator
Beascoa, October 2021
Hardcover, 230 × 300 mm, 32 pp

A story to help you achieve
whatever you set out to do.
“Why can we see the moon sometimes, even
though it’s still daytime? César can’t find
answers to these questions, so his mother decides to explain it to him using a beautiful fable
about the magic we have within ourselves, and
how it helps us make decisions without letting
anyone tell us what we are or aren’t capable of.
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ELOY MORENO

Invisible: the illustrated edition
Eloy Moreno Author
Pablo Zerda Illustrator
Nube de Tinta, April 2023
Hardcover, 265 x 230 mm, 48 pp
Rights Sold: Turkey (Pegasus)

The picture book edition of Eloy
Moreno’s Invisible, the best-selling
children’s book in Spain in 2020.
• Invisible (a children’s bestseller with
over 200,000 copies sold in Spain) for
the smallest among us, in a special
format for the Tales to Tell in Two series.
Eloy Moreno, star author: Eloy’s books have
sold 600,000 copies in Spain, 150,000 of
which were for Invisible, which is currently
on its 35th edition!

7,000
copies sold
in 2 months!

Together
The summer has arrived, and Ben cannot wait
to try out the town’s new swimming pool. On
his way there, he meets all kinds of characters
who join him on his adventure: they are all very
keen to get to the pool...! But perhaps this time,
they will have to learn that the most important
thing is not the destination, but rather all the
things that you learn along the way.
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I Want It All
A delightful story in which Víctor heads off
on vacation with his parents and, thanks
to a housing swap, learns the advantage
of sharing with others. The same Víctor
who wouldn’t let anyone touch his toys—
not even his little brother—learns that
generosity is one of life’s greatest joys.

FOR FICTION
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The Underground Cottage
Catalina González Vilar Author
Toni Galmés Illustrator
B de Blok, January 2021
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 96 pp

The best stories are the ones
that happen underground…
A new series for early readers with the spirit
of the great classics of children’s literature:
talking animals, forests and villages full of
life, tiny little houses, and much more!
• A series for first readers, emphasizing values
such as diversity, care for nature, care for
biodiversity, and love among family and friends.
+9.000 copies sold of the series!
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

#5 The Grandpas’ Visit

Previous title in the collection:

#4 The Enchanted Valley

#1 The Spring
Festival

#2 Gathering
Friends

#3 Bomb News
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Elves of the Home Sweet Home
Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Author
Martuka Illustrator
Molino, May 2022
Hardcover, 137 x 203 mm, 128 pp

In a house just like yours, live
some very special elves.
Mr Higgs lives alone... or so he thinks. In reality,
he shares his home with some friendly elves –in
secret!– who are filling it with sweets without
him noticing. Baby Chocopete leaves chocolates
everywhere, Azu Kiki makes candyfloss even
when dreaming, and the fun-loving Plash and
Krystal produce delicious creams and sugar glass
–they are the elves of Home Sweet Home!– But
things start to get complicated with the arrival of
a mischievous elf, a guest with a dangerous pet
and… a Band-Aid thief?
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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Three Kids Without Borders Who Defeated Fear
Javier Sancho Mas Author
Blanca Millán Illustrator
Alfaguara I&J, June 2022
Hardcover, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

A beautiful, inspiring story book for
raising kids in the spirit of solidarity.
Three doctors in three different countries meet
three real kids who fight the things the dread
most. Three adventures in which they will learn
the best medicine that exists to beat your fears.
A storybook to open young readers’ eyes to
other realities, and to awaken curiosity, social
commitment and solidarity within the family.
• 3% of profits from print sales will go to
Doctors Without Borders.
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Bubble Max
The Haematocritic Author
Santy Gutiérrez Illustrator

Last title of
Max Bubble
series!

B de Blok, October 2022
Softcover, 140 × 202 mm, 128 pp
Rights sold: Basque (Mezular)

Max Burbuja is nine years old and has
very little free time. He’s an only child,
an only grandchild, an only everything.
He’s sensitive and spontaneous, if a little
clumsy. Everyone on the playground, especially
the bigger kids, are saying that the end of the
world is coming. Suddenly, Max and his crew
are wracked by existential crises and doubts
they’d never had before. Will Bubble Max
survive the pressure of the end of the world?

#6 Bubble Max: The End of the World

• An entertaining, irreverent series in the same
vein as The Chronicles of Little Nicolas.
• A modern story of families dealing with
divorce, new parents and the relationships
between parents, children and friends.

Previous title in the collection:

Previous titles in the collection:
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The School for Parent Tamers
María Rubio
Alfaguara I&J, September 2021
Hardcover, 135 x 205 mm, 200 pp
Rights sold: Italy (Piemme)

The definitive treatises on
taming parents, by Professors
Rock, Paper and Scissors.
Pedro, Paloma and Tiago are fed up with their
parents not letting them do what they want.
To make matters worse, they move to another
city, and without warning or anything! The three
siblings will have to put their best techniques
into practice, to try to get everything back to
normal. And, while they’re at it, why don’t they
set up a clandestine school for parent tamers?
Their classmates will be amazed by their infallible
tactics! Do you want to find out about them?
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

#2 The Parents’ Revenge

Previous title in the collection:

#1 The Toilet Treaties
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You’re the Detective with the ClueFinders
José Ángel Labari Author
Teresa Blanch Illustrator
Montena, November 2022
Softcover with flaps, 170 x 240 mm, 96 pp

You are the detective in the most
enjoyable choose-your-ownadventure series, The ClueFinders
Chloe Clue and Peter Puzzle are great detectives:
between the two of them no mystery goes unsolved.
But now it’s your turn! Are you a great detective
like them? With Chloe and Peter’s help, you’ll have
the chance to solve the mystery of the amusement
park. Who is sabotaging the rides at the park’s
100th anniversary celebration? Identify suspects
and figure out who to question; find clues hidden
in the illustrations; decide on the next step in your
investigation; and choose how the story unfolds!

#4 Amusement Park Mystery

• A commercial success: the larger
collection has sold 350,000 copies, and
the new You’re the Detective with the
ClueFinders series has sold 20,000!
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

Previous titles in the collection:
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Sherdog Holmes
Isaac Palmiola Author
Núria Aparicio Illustrator

+7

+140,000
copies sold!

Montena, February / June 2022
Hardcover, 140 x 215 mm, 96 pp
Rights sold: Greece (Dioptra), Italy (Salani),
Japan (Hayakawa), Lithuania (Alma Littera),
Norway (Figenschou), Turkey (Timas)

It smells of mystery here... two new
cases for the funniest and most
animalistic detective: Sherdog Holmes!
After the last beastly case, the Mystery Club
detectives need a little rest. And what better way
to unwind than a movie?. The only problem is that
strange things are starting to happen on set... the
actors’ noses are swelling up like potatoes! The investigators will have to take action and find out what’s
going on behind the scenes… it smells of mystery!
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

#18 Lights, Camera…. Investigation!

Previous titles in the collection:

#17 Sparks and Clues Fly!
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The Mystery Hunters
Patrícia García-Rojo Author
Damián Zain Illustrator

Magic,
Mystery and
Humor!

Alfaguara I&J, October 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp

A newnon-gendered series for
first readers. Secrets, laughs and
detectives. Will you join the Club?
Solve the most baffling and far-fetched mysteries
with the Misterio Siblings! Ulises Misterio, Nora
Misterio, and Bruno Misterio have parents who
are always out of town. When they’re gone, the
haunted house they live in, the Misterio Mansion,
takes care of them and makes sure they’re okay.
No to mention, they’re safe with Bobo, their loyal,
talkative dog (you can only understand what he says
if you’re part of the Misterio family). When Bobo
finds a clue, he starts whistling through his nose!
The siblings combine their skills and special gifts
to unmask the culprits in the mysteries they solve.
#3 The Case of the Witch Train
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#2 The Case of the Phantom Thief
Alfaguara I&J, May 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
Solve the most mysterious and crazy cases with
the Mystery siblings! Ulysses’ parents, Nora and
Bruno Mystery, travel a lot. While they are away,
the Mystery Mansion – the haunted house where
they live – looks after them and makes sure they
are okay. They also have Bobo, their loyal talking
dog (who can only be understood by the Mystery
family). When Bobo finds a clue, his nose beeps!
In this adventure, the Mystery Hunters will
try to find out who is stealing cakes from
the Haunted Bakery. Could it be a ghost?

#1 The Case of the Missing Pets
Alfaguara I&J, March 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
In this first adventure, all the pets of the city
have been turned into lettuces! Will the Mystery
siblings be capable of unravelling this mystery?
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Dibu Martínez. Passion For Football
Emiliano Martínez Author
Leo Bolzzico Illustrator
Montena, October 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 112 pp

One of the most charismatic football players
in Argentina is Emiliano Martinez, El Dibu,
former Arsenal FC player now at Ashton Villa.
Learn how El Dibu discovered his passion for football and how he developed his career in this sport.
With a bit of fiction and a lot of reality, you will
follow his days from playing ball on the beach to
his most important purchase as a goalkeeper.
Football is Dibu Martinez great passion and he
has known that since he was very young. Football
was an everydaything, preparation and commitment were always his guides. How do you become
one of the best goalkeepers in the world? Always
forward, and may passion lead you to glory!
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Ansu Fati Goalscorer
Ansu Fati Author
Pablo Ballesteros Illustrator

+7

Official
Ansu Fati’s
Series

Beascoa, November 2022
Hardcover, 140 x 202 mm, 96 pp

The third installment in the book
series by Ansu Fati, Barça’s new #10.
Ansu can’t believe it, he got to train with Barça’s
first string! Things seem to be going well for the
young footballer. There are rumors they might
put him in the next game… But if he doesn’t turn
in his class paper, they won’t let him play. Will he
make it to the game? What about the paper? Ansu
Fati is the youngest and most promising player in
Fútbol Club Barcelona, and Goalscorer is his first
series of chapter books for his youngest fans.

#3 Goalscorer: You’re In!

#1 The First Final

#2 Champions Clash
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Unicornia #4: A Surprise Cupcakes
Ana Punset Author
Diana Vicedo Illustrator

25,000

copies sold
in 6 months!

Montena, February 2023
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
Rights Sold: Italy (Mondadori), Russia (Ast)

Unicornia, the city of unicorns, the
only place in the world where humans
and unicorns have lived together
since they became endangered.
It’s the chance of a lifetime for Claudia: maybe
she isn’t the most knowledgeable about uniforms,
but one thing she can definitely do is… bake! Her
cakes are world-famous (almost). There’s a famous
dessert and cupcake contest in Unicornville to
celebrate the day the city was founded, and she’s
willing to do whatever it takes to win. But… what
will happen when things start to go badly? These
magical ingredients aren’t the kind she’s used to!
She wants to win, but this time, Sara and Paula can’t
help her: they’re terrible bakers! What if she joins
forces with her classmate Sasha? He always brings in
delicious breakfasts, even though she’s never spoken
to him because he seems a little full of himself…

#3 A Magical Challenge
Montena, October 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
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#2 An Upside-Down Party
Montena, May 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp

#1 Trouble With Glittery-Glittery
Montena, May 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
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Pen Friends
Ana Campoy Author
Álex Alonso Illustrator
Molino, September 2021
Hardcover, 146 x 211 mm, 208 pp

Join the Pen Friends program,
grab a pen and paper and get
ready for the fun to begin.
Anna is a gamer who is grounded without playing.
Ricardo is a blacksmith apprentice who helps the
ultimate sword, the one that will kill the dragon
besieging his village, to be in good condition.
They both sign up for the Pen Friends program and
start corresponding with each other. Anna soon
discovers that Ricardo’s universe is familiar to her.
You just have to look at your computer screen...
• Profusely illustrated series in 1 ink that
shows that friendship has no borders.
• Humor and values such

as empathy
and tolerance of frustration.
#1 Legendary Pen Friends

#2 Yours, Hairy Bug
November 2021
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#3 An Extraordinary
Courrier
September 2022
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Sayonara Magic
Burakkuberi Author
Lolita Aldea Illustrator
Montena, March 2022
Hardcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
Rights sold: France (Hachette),
Italy (Mondadori), South Korea (Book21)

The series for first readers which
has the most manga and is the
most fun: what could go wrong?
Akira, Hiro and Naoko are triplets... and they
can do magic! They can’t use their magic
without permission, or their parents will force
them to go to wizard school. The only problem
is that the three of them are too curious to
sit still and they always end up in trouble,
especially if it’s their birthday... three at the
same time! And each one wants to celebrate
in two different places simultaneously.
What will happen when the three of them
triple up? Fun and mischief guaranteed!
#5 A Magical Party

Previous titles in the collection
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Kat Karateca and the Kata Club
Juan Carlos Bonache,
Sandra Sánchez Authors
Inés Masip Illustrator

3rd title
in 2023!

Beascoa, September 2022
Hardcover, 140 x 200 mm, 128 pp

Have fun and learn at the same time
with Kat, the karate-fighting cat, and
her friends from the Kata Club!
Kat wants to be the world’s best karateka and
she won’t stop until she is, no matter how much
everyone tells her she’s too small and adorable.
Through these simple and fun stories, Kat and
her friends from the Kata Club will show readers all the karate values we can apply to our
lives, and how they can help us grow as people:
respect, honesty, resolve, friendship, and, most
of all, that the important thing isn’t winning or
losing, but learning.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

#2 The Great Fight

#2 In the second installment in the series,
Kat and her friends from the Kata Club will
continue using their adventures to teach
readers all the karate-based values we can
apply to our lives. They will grow as individuals,
learn unforgettable lessons, and get one step
closer to their dream: joining the World Karate
Federation.
• Kat Karateka is perfect for introducing
early readers to solo reading.
• Sandra Sánchez, co-author, is a gold
medalist and the number-one Spanish
karateka in global rankings.
• Full of Karate Tips from World
Champion Sandra Sánchez!

2nd editions
on the go!
#1 Kat Karateka and the Big Fight
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Kimono Team
Pau Clua
Molino, November 2021
Hardcover, 145 x 210 mm, 192 pp

A team of very particular athletes
who won’t stop making you
laugh! Join the Kimono Team!
Together we are unbeatable!
A judoka who’s as short as she is brave,
a brilliant karateka, a hilarious boy who
practices taekwondo, a very smart fencer,
and a very handsome capoeira fighter take a
trip to Japan. Is this the setup for a joke? No!
It’s the latest Fighting Sardines adventure!
There will be mysteries to solve, dangerous
competitions, an incredible country to discover,
and most of all… amazingly fun adventures!

#2 Let’s Go to Japan!

Una vez recitada esa especie de canción, más parecida
a un rap o una canción de trap que a un lema deportivo, los
profesores y los alumnos realizaron una breve inclinación
de cabeza y de cuerpo, en señal de saludo y de respeto, y
empezaron a distribuirse por las diferentes clases, situadas en el primer piso. ¡Cuántos nervios!
La emoción era tan intensa que más de uno y de dos se
equivocaron de vestuario y otros tuvieron problemas con
sus novísimos e inmaculados uniformes.
La primera clase en empezar fue la de capoeira.
Como su ropa deportiva consta solamente de camiseta y

27

#1 The Quarreling Sardines Attack
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FICTION

Daniela Divertiguay Mystery Series
Daniela Divertiguay Author
Cristina Gómez Illustrator
Montena, September 2022
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 144 pp

The fourth installment of the
Daniela Divertiguay Mystery Series:
Daniela and her friends are going
on a trip but… mystery and magic
follow them wherever they go!
Welcome back to the wild and wonderful
adventures of Daniela Divertiguay! There are
more mysteries, but this time, Daniela won’t
solve them at the world’s most chaotic high
school. This time, Daniela joins her two best
friends, Lola and Andrea, on a trip with their
families, where they encounter witches, magic,
a mysterious woman, and a sinister forest.
Who is hiding in the outskirts of the city, and
why does everything turn magical on a daily
basis? A new mystery that’s 100% Daniela!
#4 The Mystery of the Forest

Previous titles in the collection:
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The Dog-Walker Club
Patricia Mora Author
Diana Mármol Illustrator
Molino, July 2020
Hardcover, 145 x 210 mm, 256 pp

Come join the furriest club around!
For all the boys and girls who love
dogs as much as Ana does.
Ana loves dogs so much that, almost without
realizing it, she has become her town’s official
dog walker. It’s not an easy job, but thankfully,
she has friends who like animals as much as
she does. Together, they create… the DogWalker Club!
• An amply illustrated series that shows
how friendship has no limits.
• A modern-day epistolary narrative
that incorporates new technologies.

#1 Friendship at First Bark

Molino, September 2021
Hardcover, 140 x 210mm, 184 pp

Come join the furriest club around!
For all the boys and girls who love
dogs as much as Ana does.
Ana and her friends have started a fabulous
club for walking their neighbor’s dogs, but
now that the park is closed for construction,
where are they going to bring their beloved
fluffy friends? Fortunately, this group of
friends has no shortage of good ideas!
• Ana and her friends start the Dog-Walker
Club, a dream for many little girls and boys:
walking dogs together with their friends.
• Thanks to its subject matter and
style, this series is aimed at both
advanced and reluctant readers.
• A story about friendship and
respect for animals.
#2 An Almost Perfect Summer!
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The Bravehearts Club

1M
sold books

María Menéndez-Ponte

of the author’s
work!

Montena, October 2022
Softcover, 135 x 205 mm, 256 pp

They are unique. They are different.
They are the Bravehearts Club!
A series about living the best
adventure of all: being yourself!
Kavinchi, Martina, Nico, and Lu didn’t have anything
in common. Nothing, that is, except their intolerance
for injustice. After fighting to save a classmate from
bullying, they need to keep their eyes open: it seems
like more bullies are lurking around every corner. But
what happens when the new bully is Nico’s crush?
Will the club manage to stay united through thick
and thin? Thankfully, they sealed their friendship
with a lifelong pact: they are The Bravehearts Club!
• Nongendered for twice the audience.
#2 You Can Count on Me

#1 Kavinchi is the opposite of Martina. He spends
all his evenings at the park with his dog and his
skate. She is never alone: her friends love her
for always being perfect, they even follow her
to History class! Lucía has never talked to Nico:
she already has her band even if she doesn’t
always feel well with them, and he doesn’t have
a minute to lose in such thoughts because he is
always training for the next basketball match.
Each of them has their own concerns, but when
strange things start happening at school they do not
hesitate: they must get united and find out what’s
going on. They are the Bravehearts Club!!

#1 No One is Invisible
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The Red Sneakers Club
Ana Punset Author
Paula González Illustrator

+10

Brand
extension!

Montena, April 2021
Hardcover, 135 × 205 mm, 192 pp
Rights sold: Brazil (Companhia das Letras), France
(Hachette), Germany (Boje), Italy (Nord Sud Edizioni),
Lithuania (Alma Littera), Poland (ECZR), Portugal
(PRH), Turkey (Epsilon), Ukrania (ECZR)

The second book in the young
readers’ Red Sneaker Club series!
Frida has terrible news to share with Bea and Marta:
she can’t go to summer camp like they’d planned! But
the girls are willing to do anything to spend those two
weeks in August together… The Red Sneaker Club
doesn’t surrender so easily! How will they achieve
it? Discover the club’s latest adventures with Frida’s
Diary. Now even younger children can discover this
wonderful club and the value of true friendship.
#2 Frida’s Diary

• The series The Red Sneakers Club
has sold over 500,000 copies!

#1 Lucía’s Diary
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The League of the Zodiac
Iguazel Serón Author
Mónica Cencerrado Illustrator
Montena, June 2022
Softcover, 155 x 232 mm, 208 / 224 pp

Reveal the magic within you!

#1 We Have the
Power of the Stars!

#2 The Mystery
of Aquarius

#1. Are you a magical girl too? Nana, Sofia,
Alma and Zuri seemlike normal girls, but they
hide the incredible power of the Zodiacwithin.
Transformed into Aries, Libra, Leo and Cancer,
the four friends will fight against dangerous creatures to save the world and find the
rest of the girls chosen by the stars.Willthey
manage to find them before it’s too late?
#2. It hasn’t stopped raining for days and Nana,
Sofia, Alma and Zuribegin to suspect that it might
be due to the actions of the evil Eclipse. It’s time
for the Zodiac League to take action! But their
investigation has surprising results. Who is the mysterious figure behind the strange happenings? Is
she a magical girl? And could she be evil?! What is
happening?!
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The Gods of the North

+10

50,000

Jara Santamaría

copies sold
of the series!

B de Blok, November 2021
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 288 pp

Three cousins, two worlds, one secret.
The most stunning saga of the year.
The fourth installment of the BasqueNavarrese mythology series.
With the elimination of entry restrictions in Gaua
for everyone older than fifteen, Emma can come
and go with no problem, but so can Amona.
There is a general feeling of optimism in the
valley, even though lots of things have changed!
But this calm won’t last long… A threat
they always thought was just a legend is
about to be unleashed upon them.
• A series that has sold +50,000 copies
• A fiction collection set against the magic of
Basque-Navarrese mythology, in the tradition
of Narnia, The Hunger Games and The Hobbit.
#4 The Night Dragon

Previous titles in the saga:

#1 The Legend of
the Forest

#2 The Weaver of
Nightmares

#3 The Lost Lineage
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The Last Mermaid
Eva Millet Author
María Desden Illustrator
B de Blok, March 2022
Hardcover, 142 x 223 mm, 192 pp

Following the success of The Last Mermaid
comes The Ice Mermaid, a stand-alone
story of a magical world beneath the sea.
With the melting of the poles, creatures that have
remained hidden until now begin to intimidate the ice
mermaids. Kiona, a little mermaid from the Antarctic,
must set out on a journey to seek the help of other
mermaids to fight against this terrible threat. Coral
and Clara, the main characters of the first book, will
not hesitate to join their new friend. Clara, after the
incredible adventures she experienced last year, will
get closer and closer to deciding if she herself wants
to become a mermaid and stop being a child forever.

Also by the author:

The Last Mermaid
• Boolino Award 2018
• Rights sold: Italy (Gribaudo)
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Capria
Martina D’Antiochia
Montena, July 2022 / November 2022
Hardcover, 156 x 237 mm, 160 pp

Martina is back with a new series!
In this new middle-grade series, Martina brings
us to a magical world, a place where humans
and fantastic creatures are separated by a secret door. No one has the key. No one except for
our protagonist. And, well, there’s someone else
who doesn’t have a key but sure wants one: the
wicked queen on the other side of the door.
Now that Elena has learned who she really is, she
has a mission: going back to Capria and freeing
all of the wicked queen’s slaves. But achieving
this won’t be as easy as she thought, because the
queen will do anything to remain in power…

#1 Awaken Your Magic

• An unstoppable phenomenon:
over 860,000 books sold!
• #2 The Mystery of the Key in November 2022!
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Someone For Me
Juan Arcones Author
Nagore Odriozola Illustrator
Random Comics, October 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 336 pp

If Heartstopper left you wanting
more, here comes the perfect love
story: this time, it’s boy meets boy.
It’s the beginning of a new year at high school.
Pablo and Óscar have been apart all summer,
and obviously Óscar is upset. Especially on the
first day of school, when he finds out Pablo
and he won’t be in the same class. Even though
Ramón’s bullying seems to have subsided
after the summer, Óscar’s dad keeps trying
to get his son to stay away from Pablo. And
all this makes the relationship between them
harder than ever before… but not impossible.
• Audiovisual rights to the first volume have
been optioned!

Previous title:

Someone For You
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Wild Ones
Elsa Jenner
Montena, November 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

Montena welcomes the self-published
sensation, Elsa Jenner! A love story
with a touch of suspense, a book that
will leave an impact. It’s a one-of-akind, rapid-fire book that’s addictive
to a fault. Get ready to be floored.
Adriana is accepted at the prestigious
Carmen Barrat Actor Academy. She leaves
her hometown of Madrid for Barcelona,
where she’ll make good friends, as well as a
few enemies. It’s there that she’ll be reunited
with her high school sweetheart, who has
since become a famous author who’s idolized
by all her friends… and it turns out, he’s
also the director of the academy’s son.

#1 A Delusion Like Us
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ELOY MORENO

Invisible
Eloy Moreno

+250,000
copies sold!

Nube de Tinta, November 2022
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 299 pp
Rights sold: Basque (Denonartean), China
(Beijing Creative Art Times International Culture
Communication Company), Italy (Mondadori),
Korea (Safari), Germany (Fischer), Lithuania
(Alma Littera), Macedonia (Antolog), Poland
(Adamantan), Portugal (Presença), Russia (Eksmo),
Serbia (Urban Reads), Turkey (Ayrinti Yayinlari)
and Ukraine (Vivat)

A novel that all of Moreno’s followers
and the readers of Albert Espinosa,
R.J. Palacio and John Green will love.
Eloy Moreno’s latest novel, Invisible is as moving and inspirational as his novel The Green
Pen (more than 200K Nielsen copies sold).
A young adult crossover aimed at similar audiences to Wonder, it is a touching novel about
what it means to grow up, mature and overcome emotional stress during childhood.
• Winner of the Premio Hache 2020, the 1st
Premio Yoleo and Italian Premio Cento 2021.
• Now available in Catalan.
• Audiovisual Projet in preparation.
• Additional content!

You might also like:

Who hasn’t wished they were invisible? Who hasn’t
wished to stop being invisible? The problem is that
I’ve never been able to control this power very well:
when I most wanted to be invisible, people saw me
more, and when I most wanted everyone to take
notice of me, my body started disappearing.

The Monster That Feeds
on Our Fears
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Stories For Understanding The World
Eloy Moreno
B de Bolsillo, January 2020
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 215 mm, 176 pp
Rights sold: Turkey (Pegasus) and
Basque (Denonartean)

For everyone who remains a
child at heart, even if adults
make them disguise it.
“The stories I present to you have shaped who I
am in some way. They are small stories that have
almost been lost, ones by great authors whose
works I have decided to adapt to our times. I
have adjusted characters, settings and language,
but their essence remains the same: they help
us understand the world”— Eloy Moreno
• A compilation of popular tales for all readers.
• The author of Invisible brings us a book of
stories that has already sold 50,000 copies.

#3 Stories For Understanding The World

Previous titles in the collection:
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BEGOÑA ORO

Mysteries To-Go
Begoña Oro Author
Roger Zanni Illustrator

+ 100,000
copies sold of
the series!

Molino, October 2022
Hardcover, 137 x 203 mm, 192 pp

Join the Pen Friends program,
grab some paper and a pencil,
and get ready for the fun to begin.
The house at 24 Pera Street is falling apart and
the neighborhood is going to have to agree
on how to repair the façade if they don’t want
to risk hurting someone walking down the
street. Falling pieces? Antique tiling? A show
on the repairs that blows up among senior
citizens? Anything is possible in the most
exciting neighbor’s organization of all time!
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

#9 Watch Your Head

Previous titles in the collection:
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Instructions for Taking Over the World (kind of)
How to Save the World (by accident)
Begoña Oro Author
Marta Masana Illustrator
Molino, November 2021
Hardcover, 155 x 232 mm, 208 pp
A few months ago, this publisher received two very
different diaries. One told the story of a somewhat
clumsy hero, and the other told the tale of a downon-his-luck supervillain. At first, the editors didn’t
think they were worth publishing: both stories were
exciting, but they were full of inexplicable, absurd
scenarios. Until they realized something… the stories
fit together! It would all make sense… if they published
both diaries together! Start with whichever diary you
want and discover an incredible story of good vs. evil!
• A fun novel in the form of two diaries that you
can start reading from the beginning or the end.

MonsterChef

Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

Begoña Oro
Molino, April 2021
Hardcover, 141 x 210mm, 240 pp
Coco is just enrolled in a cooking contest for monsters, called MonsterChef. Fortunately, the monster
world isn’t so bad: it’s full of creatures of the night like
wolf-kids, witches, zombies, and vampires, and their ingredients include things like dragon boogers, pus-filled
cauliflower, and shrieking potatoes… Coco is in a bit of
a tough situation, but that doesn’t mean he’s not going
to try his best to be the greatest chef in the (monster)
world. All he needs to succeed is for someone to tell
him how to prepare dinner without dinner biting back!
Previous titles in the collection:

#3 A Program in Danger!
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IRIA & SELENE

Anne, No Filter
Iría G. Parente & Selene M. Pascual
Molino, September 2021
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

Anne Shirley was born to tell stories.
Maybe the time has come for her to
live her own. A modern retelling of
the classic Anne of Green Gables.
Anne Shirley has always dreamed of being a writer,
and even if no one knows it, she already is one:
online, Anne is known as Lady Cordelia, and her
fanfic about The Mirror’s Knight, a TV show based
on Arthurian legend, is adored by her fanbase.
Only Diana, Anne’s best frien knows her secret.
At least until we meet Blythe, the new fanfic writer
who manages to beat Anne’s readership record. Gilbert
Blyth challenges Anne to face her insecurities and
feelings, both for him and for her best friend Diana.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

Paper Petals
Iría G. Parente & Selene M. Pascual Authors
Paulina Klime Illustrator
Molino, September 2021
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

A captivating “romantasy”that harkens
back to Alice in Wonderland. A rewriting
which was downloaded 12,000 times
when it was first self-published!
Dani is a normal girl. Or at least she was until a
book swallowed her up and brought her to Albion,
a dimension governed by a noble class that imposes their own rules, cleverly disguised behind fake
smiles and midnight balls. A world in which visitors
like her are mere servants at the ruling class’s mercy. Marcus is the heir to the Abberlain family and
the only person with the ability to take Dani back
home. One false step, and the life Marcus could come
tumbling down. When Dani and Marcus cross paths,
they will make the hierarchy of Albion shudder.
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Alma and the Seven Monsters
Iría G. Parente & Selene M. Pascual
Nube de Tinta, September 2020
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 224 pp
Rights sold: China, (White Horse),
Latvia (Zvaigzne ABC), Romania (SC Editura Casa),
Serbia (Odiseja), Slovakia (Albatros),
South Korea (Bomnamu) and Turkey (Timas)

A profound and moving story
on a current issue: depression
in young people.
A day like any other, in the night, Alma finds her
room in total darkness. This has never happened
before, a little strip of light always filters through,
from some lamp in the house or a streetlight outside. It is that night when Alma meets the first of the
monsters that lives under her bed, who tells her that
it is not the only one, but that also she must not fear
them, rather the world; they are there to protect her.

Red and Gold
Iria Prente & Selene Pascual Authors
Mar del Valle Illustrator
Alfaguara, February 2017
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 448 pp

A historical fantasy with an age-old
mythological background.
Two enslaved young souls in a quest for freedom.
Both seek revenge on those who put them in
chains. Both seek freedom, and will do whatever it
takes to get it.

Listen, mortals, to the story of a god who did not
want to live, of an Amazon woman forced to kill
and of her freedom stolen forever. Await and fear
the dawn of the chaos: when Eris opens his eyes,
revenge will finally appear.
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SUSANA RUBIO

LoveInApp
Susana Rubio
Montena, September 2022 / November 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pages

Susana Rubio is back with Vera And
Her World, the first installment of
LoveInApp, a new YA romance series!
Four friends decide to create an app for finding love in different forms, but in the process,
love surprises them: Vera has been going out
with her boyfriend Andrés for three years, but
then Alejandro shows up and things get complicated. Alejandro has never gone out with a
girl before, he’d rather just hook up. Adriadna
and Max are Vera’s best Friends, but sometimes
they have secrets between them. LoveInApp
brings the four together in a surprising way.
Want to join them on their next adventure?
• Netflix has optioned the rights for the
author’s previous series, Rome.
#2 Our Little Universe

Interest!

#1 Vera and Her World
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Sagas by the author:

+14

+ 50,000

copies sold
of her series!

#1 Alexia’s Secrets

#2 Alexia’s Doubts

#1 All My Girlfriends

#2 All My Boyfriends

#3 Alexia’s Choice

Optioned Audiovisual
Rights by

#1 In Rome. Arrivederci, love

#2 In Rome. Ciao, beautiful
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CHERRY CHIC

Rose Lake

Blockbuster
author:
Cherry Chic

+22,000 copies
sold of her
books!

Montena , May 2022 / September 2022
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 480 pp

A new Cherry Chic saga where
the events take place in a small
Oregon town: the mythical Rose
Lake. Love and the struggle to start
over in a new country will mark
the pages of this new saga.
In Rose Lake there is a Free Library mailbox
contest every Christmas and the neighbour
with the most beautiful book box wins.
There’s an autumn festival that includes pumpkin auctions and axe chopping contests.
There is only one restaurant, but it might just
serve the best hot chocolate in the world.
There is a lake, of course, surrounded by
mountains and thick forests, and the population is barely more than a thousand people.
#1 When the Heavens Break and the Stars Fall

It is, according to Vera, the perfect village to make
a comeback. According to Maia, it is a lost corner
of the world, among the mountains of Oregon.
According to Martin, it is the best place to be
born in and to grow up. And according to Kellan...
For him, Rose Lake is the most beautiful and painful place in the world.
• Blockbuster author: Cherry Chic is one of
the most successful authors in the world
of self-publishing (over 22,000 copies sold)

#2 When Winter Ends and We Fly Once Again
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CHERRY CHIC

Dunes
Cherry Chic

+18,000
copies sold!

Montena, June 2021
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 480 pp

Just like the best summer of your
life: you’ll never want it to end.
In some remote southern village by the sea, our
heroine is locked in a prison of gold, almost like
a princess. She wonders what total freedom
would be like, yearns to know how it would
feel to be in charge of her own life.In that same
remote southern village, just a few meters
away, our hero, Jorge de las Dunas, tries to
survive life with his cousins, and he wonders
if he’ll ever be able to focus on the things he
wants from life, rather than his family’s needs.

#3 All My Doubts

Tragically, our heroine never gets to make decisions, not even when they affect her own life.
Meanwhile, our hero has spent his whole life
making decisions and trying to do his best, to
do what’s right. One stormy night, with only the
rain and the raging sea as witnesses, their lives
cross paths. Our hero and heroine find one
another. To learn more, you’ll have to read on…

Previous saga by the author, Braves

#2 All My Answers
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REBECA STONES

Insatiable

Hot New Adult
Rebeca Stones
Montena, December 2022
Softcover, 150 x 215 mm, 448 pp

The Rebeca Stones phenomenon is
unstoppable: a new book from one
of Montena’s trademark authors.
If there’s one thing Rebeca Stones loves, it’s
writing. She has proved she can shift from
fiction to nonfiction, tell any kind of story,
express any feeling, and do it in a unique and
special way. In this new work, Rebeca Stones
creates a personal and one-of-a-kind universe that will hook thousands of readers.

Ungovernable
Montena, September 2022
Softcover with flaps, 149 x 215 mm, 448 pp
Rights sold: Russia (Ast)

Chloe, a professional fencer, decides to leave
everything behind and move to Seville to start
from scratch. There she will have to face her
fears, discover who she is and fight against
the burning desire that her coach awakens in
her. New friends, new routine and dozens of
secrets that will stir everything up. Will Chloe
be ready? Are you ready to know its history?
• Ungovernable, her most recent work, which
inspired Insatiable, sold 20,000 copies, and
her work Eight has sold 23,500!
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+ 130,000

copies sold
of Rebeca Stone
four books

Eight

Timantti

Synergy

Windward
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MERCEDES RON

Tell Me
Mercedes Ron
Montena, October 2020
Softcover, 150 x 215 mm, 448 pp
Rights sold: Romania (Bookzone)

Two men, one destiny:
the formula for Mercedes Ron’s
most romantic trilogy.
Kami Hamilton was twelve years old when she
got her first kiss. Since then, the lips of Thiago
Franco chase her in his dreams.The brothers are
back after many years and Kami’s apparently
perfect world has come crumbling down. It
seems like no one can reach the now ‘’Crystal
Queen’’ of highschool, not even her boyfriend.
No one except Thiago. Can Kami resist
Thiago’s presence? Will he forgive him for
what happened when they were just boys?
• The author’s previous trilogy, My Fault,
has sold 250,000 copies in Spanish alone.
#3 Tell Me With Kisses

Previous saga sold to:
France (Hachette)
Italy (Salani)
Portugal (Presença)
Russia (AST)
Czech Republic
(Dobrovsky)
Hungary (Menó Könyvek)
Poland (Harde)
Romania (Bookzone)
Serbia (Vulkan)

#1 Tell Me Softly
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#2 Tell Me in Secret

Amazon Prime movie on
June 2023!

MERCEDES RON

By the same author:

+16

+ 35,000
copies
in Spanish

Face-To-Face series

+ 40 million
readers
on Wattpad

Blame trilogy. +250,000 copies sold!

Blame Me

Blame You

Blame Us
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I’m Changing
Celia Blanco
Alfaguara I&J, May 2022
Softcover, 150 x 215 mm, 248 pp

A book for boys and girls to have
their first, healthy exposure to sex.
After decades of talking about sex and
sexuality in a relatable and casual way
for adults, the journalist Celia Blanco
tells us, through the voice of Sara –a
teenager who lives in a tiny neighbourhood
in Cabo de Gata– how pre-adolescent
effervescence develops into maturity.
A story about growing up. About starting
to get your period. About your first
sexual interests. About talking about sex
with your parents. About how to find
out things when you don’t quite know
who to go to for that information.

Le he contado a mamá lo de la cita con Migueld. No es
que se lo cuente todo, pero mamá sabe que me gusta y
he querido que supiera que he amanecido con él.
—Claro, por eso no estabas cuando me he levanta
do al baño. Me he asustado, pero cuando he visto que
no estaba el perro, he pensado que te habrías ido a ver
a amanecer o alguna cosa de esas.
—Sí, he visto amanecer. Pero con Migueld. Y ha
sido muy bonito.
Conforme lo digo, me doy cuenta de que no he pres
tado atención al amanecer, ni al cambio de luz, ni a los
colores tan bonitos que se ponen cuando sale el sol por
detrás de la montaña de la sierra de Gata. Estaba tan con
tenta de estar con Migueld que el resto era irrelevante.

—Vale. Pero la próxima vez, me lo dices en la cena.
Y os preparo algo para comer por el camino.
—Me ha invitado a desayunar en el Barquero, mamá
—digo como si me hubiera invitado en París.
—Yo creo que le gustas, Sara —dice mi madre con
una sonrisa en la cara.
A mí también me agrada pensar que es posible
que le guste a Migueld. Qué bonito es eso de gustar
le al chico que me gusta. Qué bonito es haber amaneci
do con él. Me pongo nerviosa solo de recordar que
hemos ido tanto rato de la mano. Sin tener por qué. He
mos entrado así incluso en el pueblo. Me la ha soltado
cuando ya se ha dado cuenta de que podían vernos, que
si no…
Mamá está terminando de hacer la comida. Hoy, ca
lamares rellenos, un menú que nos gusta a todos, inclui
do Denver Bowie, aunque de esto no pilla nada. Nos lo
comemos todo.
—¿Y alguna novedad digna de mención del cole
gio, Sara? A ver si eres capaz de contarme algo más que
tu hermano, porque cuando se lo pregunto a él, siem
pre es un repertorio de sucesos que tienen que ver con
las redes sociales y no me entero.
A mi madre le preocupa quedarse desfasada con las
cosas de mi hermano. Pero si no se hace una cuenta
de Instagram, no se enterará de nada. La vida de Lolo
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Capítulo nueve
Lorelaine
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Our Rainbow Skin
Manuela Molina Cruz Author
Natalia Agudelo Illustrator
Beascoa, May 2021
Hardcover, 210 x 270 mm, 32 pp

Just like rainbows, skin has lots of
different colors. They don’t make
anyone better or worse, just different.
Our Rainbow Skin is a book for talking about
the richness of difference, appreciating
the things that set us apart and the
things we share as human beings.
Children will understand why skin comes
in different colors —a biological fact that
doesn’t make anyone better or worse—
what benefits this diversity has for humanity
and why everyone deserves to be treated
equally, respectfully and compassionately.
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Alicia And Her Wonderful Belly
Nazareth Castellanos Author
Luna Lag Illustrator
Beascoa, November 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 245 mm, 32 pp

Alicia will enter our stomach to
explain how we work on the inside.
After Alice And Her Wonderful Brain, Alicia embarks on a journey to the center of her digestive
system, the body’s second brain. That’s where
we make all sorts of unconscious decisions, and
it’s also a major nerve center for emotions and
moods. In this second book, Alicia will meet the
Mad Hatter during his unbirthday party, and
together they will discover how, sometimes,
what we eat helps us behave better… or worse!

#1 Alice And Her Wonderful Brain

• The 1st volume has sold 3,000 copies
and a 3rd edition is being prepared!
• Very popular author who is a resident
professor at UC Berkeley, a best-seller
author in adults’ non fiction and a
referent in neuroscience.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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@blancanutri
Blanca García-Orea Haro
B de Blok, June 2022
Hardcover, 200 × 260 mm, 64 pp

The latest children’s book by BlancaNutri,
this time about immunology.
Children are likely to get sick, and so are people who
live with them! In this new book, BlancaNutri talks
about immunology. In a fun, enjoyable style, she’ll tell
us everything we need to know about diseases, colds
and other ailments we all experience from time to time.
• Includes recipes to make our immune system
stronger and make getting sick less unpleasant.
#2 Immunized

Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

Blanca García-Orea Haro
B de Blok, June 2021
Hardcover, 200 × 260 mm, 48 pp

+20,000
copies sold!

This illustrated volume follows on
the outrageous success of Tell Me
What You Eat and I’ll Tell You
What Bacteria You Have.
Valentina comes home from her best friend’s birthday
party, Valentina’s stomach hurts so much! Her mother sits
down beside her as she lies in bed and tells her a story
about the little critters inside us all. That night, Valentina
has a very strange dream: four very odd creatures wake
her up and begin telling her about microbiota, digestion, intestines, nutrients and a load of other things
Valentina doesn’t understand. She embarks on a voyage
with her new, weird friends to find out everything
there is to know about digestion, food and poop.
• BlancaNutri has been an absolute sensation and is now
one of PRH’s bestselling authors. Her non-fiction for
adults has sold around 200,000 copies.

#1 Healthy as Humans
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The Millennial Mind
NeuroNacho
Random Comics, June 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 200mm, 192 pp

The Millennial mind. It’s not
you, it’s your brain. Use science
to understand your world.
“What is the Millennial mind?” you ask as
you stare at my Instagram profile. Anxiety,
imposter syndrome, new kinds of love and
identities, social media and much more.
A portrait of present-day society to
help us understand why we are the way
we are and what defines the Millennial
generation from a neurological and scientific
perspective. An easy-to-understand and
exciting book to finally understand what’s
going on in the mind of any Millennial.
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Sapidus: An Instruction Manual for your Brain
José Ramón García Guinarte Author
Ramon Lanza Illustrator
B de Blok, November 2022
Hardcover, 205 x 205 mm, 192 pp

The self-published Amazon smash hit
arrives at PRH, where it will become
the first volume in an educational
series for kids. Say hello to: Sapidus,
an instruction manual for your brain!
Why do we sometimes forget things? How can
we program our brain? After The Orthographic
Intelligence System and Numeric Intelligence
System, comes a new learning method
based on neuroscience that allows us to
increase our cognitive abilities and improve
our performance. By better understanding
how our brain works and how it organizes
the information around us, we can improve
our capacity for memorization, reading
speed, mental visualization, and many other
aptitudes. A book for the whole family that
can be tailored to the age of the reader.
OIS: The Orthographic
Intelligence System

NIS: Numeric
Intelligence System

• SIO, a self-published project, has been in
Amazon’s TOP 3 for a month, selling 750
copies a day, with over 20,000 copies sold
in one month.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

OIS
sold +20,000
copies in one
month!

José Ramón García Guinarte is a
philosopher and holds a degree in pedagogist. He is a specialized in neurolinguistic
programming and clinical hypnosis with over
25 years of experience in the field of high academic performance and the functioning of the
human brain. He created the “Memorize-IDI”
numeric memorization system, which is based
on the technological development of Pierre
Herigon’s 18th-cenutry alphanumeric system.
Memorize-IDI has been the #1 national education app on several occasions.
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Puzzles
VVAA (Various authors)
B de Blok, February 2022
Flexibook, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

100 puzzles to train your brain, the
latest installment in the children’s nonfiction collection for growing minds.
The second installment in a collection of nonfiction to help the smallest among us train their
brains with puzzles, challenges and logic games.
Puzzles, paradoxes, math problems, mental
agility games, riddles, and other challenges
for growing minds. A book to challenge and
encourage your children with logic games
that will keep them entertained for hours.
Inspired by other successes in the division
and foreign collections, these challenges
are a guaranteed success.
100 Puzzles to Train Your Brain

Miquel Capó
Montena, November 2022
Flexibook, 160 x 230 mm, 128 pp

Are you brave enough to solve these
puzzles and mysteries in the dark?
Open this book and get ready to discover the
most amazing puzzles to solve in the dark…
You can only solve them if you turn off the
lights! Logic games, riddles, paradoxes…
All kinds of challenges! Are you brave
enough to solve them in the dark?
• Puzzle books are trending, and their popularity
is growing at an unstoppable pace: Miquel
Capó’s “puzzles” collection has sold over
60,000 copies.

101 Puzzles and Mysteries to Solve in the Dark
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Super Super Jokes
Pau Clua Author
Àlex López Illustrator
Montena, June 2022
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 216 pp

Ger ready to laugh until you
can’t take it with jokes about
football, the king of sports!
Get ready to laugh so hard you can’t stop, because
as soon as you open this book… you won’t be able
to stop! You’ll find 444 jokes about the king of
sports. Laughter and football, what could be better? A book full of jokes and hilarious illustrations
related to football, so that boys and girls can have
a great time. Fun for the whole family is guaranteed thanks to the best in children’s humor. You’ll
start reading, get through a few lines, and then….
GOOOOOAL! Are you ready to laugh like never
before?
444 Goal-Scoring Football Jokes

Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

Pau Clua Author
Àlex López Illustrator
Montena, May 2021
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 288 pp

Are you tired of hearing the same
old jokes over and over again?
Have you run out of jokes you had in your head and
you no longer have ideas to tell your friends? Are
you bored by endless stories that are not funny at
all? The solution to all your problems is in your
hands: say goodbye to boredom and discover
555 great joks for total laughter!
• 555 jokes with which you will cry with laughter.
• Hilarious illustrations on each page.

555 Genius Jokes for Total Laughter!
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Where Did This Come From?
Inventions that Changed History

José Antonio Lucero Author
Byrsa Illustrator
B de Blok, November 2022
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 160 pp

Where did this come from? The origin of
the inventions that changed history.

In the same series:
Why the First Emojis
Were Written in Clay?
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Money, the internet, vaccines, the paper this book
is printed on, and even the glasses we drink water
from were thought up by somebody. At some point
in history, humanity developed objects and concepts
that have made our lives easier and shaped the way
we understand and experience the world today.
José Antonio Lucero reviews the major discoveries
and inventions that have made our historical trajectory possible. A perfect book for curious readers,
with pop culture references and attractive, accessible language that provides shocking answers
to the questions posed by young and old.

NON-FICTION

Unravelling History

+9

+ 200,000
copies sold
of the series!

Pascu Author
Rodri Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, June 2022
Hardcover, 160 × 230 mm, 160 pp

Check out the latest book in the
Unravelling History series!
A new, humorous history book that will keep
you awake. It’ll show you a new world, it’ll
bust open the wildest stories about adventure
and the monsters of world mythology. Enjoy
the humor and hilarious illustrations in this
acclaimed historical fantasy series!

CON TODO EL HUMOR Y LAS ILUSTRACIONES
DESTERNILLANTES DE PASCU Y RODRI, DE

PVP 15,95 €

ISBN 978-84-204-4004-0

AL40040_LOS DIOSES MAS LOCOS.indd 1

#5 The Nastiest Monsters

PASCU Y RODRI

SORPRÉNDETE CON LOS ORÍGENES Y LAS AVENTURAS
DE DIOSES Y DIOSAS DE TODO EL MUNDO.

LOS DIOSES MÁS LOCOS

¡DESCUBRE CUÁLES SON LOS DIOSES
MÁS EXTRAÑOS Y ALUCINANTES
QUE HAN EXISTIDO!
La mitología universal está repleta de dioses
heroicos, figuras míticas y grandes historias épicas...
Pero en este libro te vamos a contar las historias de
los dioses más absurdos, desquiciantes y fantásticos.
Desde Loki, el dios del engaño y la mentira, hasta
Kali, la destructora, pasando por Dioniso, Pele,
Sun Wukong, Apofis y muchos más...

LOS DIOsEs
MáS LOCOS
PASCU Y RODRI

destripandolahistoria
pascuyrodri
somosinfinitos
somosinfinitoslibros
megustaleer
www.megustaleer.com

14/9/20 16:01

In the same series
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Philosophy Apprentice.

Philosophy’s Great Questions for Curious Minds
Ana Isabel García Vázquez Author
Celeste Mir Illustrator
Alfaguara I&J, October 2022
Hardcover, 225 x 278 mm, 64 pp

A gorgeous picture book to introduce
children to the world of philosophy
and critical, creative, ethical thought.
A book for curious children, so they can continue asking questions and get familiar with
the key figures and movements in the history
of Western philosophy. An illustrated history
of philosophy structured around the great
western thinkers’ most important questions.
• The author is the president of the Centro de
Filosofía Para Niños and is a leading expert in
philosophy for children.
• Lack of material on that discipline despite the
rise of Philosophy workshops and interest!
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The Enigma Method
For Future Chess Masters

Rey Engima Author
David M. Buisan Illustrator
Alfaguara I&J, September 2022
Hardcover, 150x230 MM, 256 pp

An ingenious approach to
chess from a master.
A book with all the tricks you need to become a
chess master, with the help of Rey Enigma. Includes
lessons for learning a new concept every day, interactive exercises, and activities for applying everything
you’ve learned. Includes interviews and classes
with chess masters and other key figures from the
Spanish-speaking chess world, who are here to show
you the most effective approaches to the game.
• Secret Author’s Identity!
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Sex Is Awesome. So Is Mythbusting
Anna Salvia, Sonia Encinas Authors
Cristina Torrón “Menstruita” Illustrator
Montena, November 2022
Softcover, 150 × 195 mm, 160 pp

The Menstruita Collection is a
new essential: a book for talking
about and demystifying porn
culture as a model for sexuality.
Today, most teenagers have their first contact
with sexuality through pornography. As a result,
they learn and mirror toxic behavior when dealing with their bodies and sexuality. In this book,
Menstruita, along with sexuality expert and
feminist Sonia Encinas, combat and demystify
all the incorrect lessons porn teaches, in order
to build and promote healthy sex education.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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Previous titles in the collection:

Your Body Is Cool! If You Learn How To Love It

Periods Are Cool! If You Know How They Work

Rights sold:
China (Beijing Science
and Technology Press),
Poland (Debit),
Ukraine (Vivat)

Almost 50,000
copies sold!
(GfK)

Sperm Is Cool! But You Need To Know How It Works
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The Definitive Guide to the Planet
Tomàs Molina Author
Elisa Ancori Illustrator
Montena, March 2022
Hardcover, 279 x 375 mm, 64 pp

After Strange Weather Facts, Tomàs
Molina shares the most interesting
and exciting facts in the universe.
What will travel look like in the future? What are the
most famous space missions in history? Why is our
planet the way it is? What are raindrops, rainbows and
hurricanes? In this book, you’ll find answers to all the
questions you may have asked yourself about our planet.
Tomàs Molina—the world’s most famous weatherman—
explains everything there is to know about Planet Earth.

Also by the author:
Strange Weather Facts
Rights Sold:
China (Rentian Ulus)
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Full of precious illustrations, this is the perfect book to
share so you can discover the universe’s hidden secrets
with the whole family. And it makes a great gift!
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!

NON-FICTION
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Atlas of Extraordinary Places
For the Young and the Curious

Pedro Torrijos Author
Laufer Illustrator
Beascoa, November 2022
Hardcover, 270 x 350 mm, 48 pp

Discover the six continents by visiting
their most unique locations, described for
little ones by Twitter star Pedro Torrijos.
They say that in Antarctica there’s a building shaped
like a caterpillar that ploughs over piled-up snow on
skis. They also say in a desert city in the Middle East
there are skyscrapers built on sand. And we know
that once, in Taiwan, they built a city with colorful
UFOs. In Atlas of Extraordinary Places, Pedro Torrijos
leverages his talent as a writer and architecture
expert to share these wonders with the young and
the curious. An easy, fun, and educational book.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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Trees in Your City
Luciano Labajos Author
Klari Moreno Illustrator
Reservoir Kids, June 2021
Hardcover, 210 × 295 mm, 160 pp

A book to discover nature in family
without piling in the car to head for
the mountains or the countryside.
Do you try to wangle your way out of field trips?
Is taking walks with your parents boring? Are
gardens old people places? Hate sitting under the
shade of a tree? If you answered “yes” to at least
two of these questions, this book is for you.
Learn how to tell apart the most common species
that live on the streets of our cities and hear amazing tales about the vegetation that surrounds us.
• A beautiful book on botany with full-colour illustrations and easy-to-understand explanations for
kids and parents to enjoy together.
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The Kitchen’s All Yours
Julio Fuentes Arconada Author
Aizpe Oihaneder Illustrator
Reservoir Kids, October 2021
Hardcover, 210 × 295 mm, 192 pp

No one can teach you the secrets of
the kitchen better than your grandma
or your parents. No one? Maybe
the Little School of Life can, with
some help from the Hematocritic.
The Kitchen’s All Yours is much more than a
simple recipe book for cooking as a family. It
is an extensive picture book about the journey
and transformations of 72 of the most essential ingredients in every kitchen: chickpeas,
anchovies, mushrooms, apples, lamb, bay
leaves… All told from a perspective that honors
traditional, locally sourced production models.
Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!
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Novice Witch Guidebook:

A Grimoire for Finding the Magic Within
Agua de Valencia Author
Klari Moreno Illustrator
Alfaguara I&J, September 2022
Flexibook, 165 x 255 mm, 208 pp

Sold out one week after publication!
Brave. Rebellious. Unique. Fair. Clever. Witch.
Magic isn’t just something you do, it’s something you are. A grimoire for those who are just
beginning to practice white magic, filled with
spells and tricks so you can stop chasing your
destiny and start drawing it towards you.
• Modern witchcraft that addresses topics
and seeks out magical solutions to the
concerns of new generations.
• A great gift.
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For further information, please contact:
——
Jose Rafoso
Sales Rights Director
Foreign Rights, Licensing & Audiovisual
Tel. +34 93 366 01 75
jose.rafoso@penguinrandomhouse.com

——
Paula Prats
Foreign Rights
Tel. + 34 93 366 341 60
paula.prats@penguinrandomhouse.com

